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1. when the headset is taken out of the charging box,
the indicator lights of the two headsets flash alternately
in red and green. Within 30s, the indicator lights of the
two headsets turn off and the pairing is successful.
After 3-5s, the indicator lights of one of the headsets
will flash alternately in red and green again. At this time,
the pairing of the two headsets is successful and in the
Bluetooth search state (Note: the first pairing may be the
red / Green blinking of the R indicator light or the
red / Green blinking of the L indicator light/ Green
blinks alternately; it depends on which headset is taken
out from the charging box first, and the single headset
can also be paired with the mobile phone. When using
the dual headset, you need to confirm whether the two
headsets are paired successfully.)

Definition of function status
of headset indicator:
1. When the headset is in charge state, the indicator light
will be on red for a long time; when the headset is in
full charge state, the indicator light will be on green,
and the headset will not be used within 10s, and the
headset will enter sleep state, and the indicator
light will be off;
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2. If it is not used for a long time, open the charging
compartment, and the R / L two headphone indicators
are not on, and in standby mode;
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3. Use again in a short time, open the charging compartment,
and the R / L two earphone indicator lights are red;
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Charging Case
USB

Smart charging
1.Charge the earbuds:
The earbuds will be charged automatically after put
into the charging case. When the L/R slowly with
a breathing light effect. The corresponding L/R
earbud battery level on the display screen of the
charging case changes accordingly; When fully
charged, the earbud LED indicator light will
automatically turn off and the corresponding
battery level display on the charging case will
turn off after about 5 seconds.
2. Charge the charging case:
Connect the USB charging cable to charge the
charging case, and the corresponding battery
level display of the charging case is from1% to
100% until the charging case is fully charged.
The earbuds should be smoothly put into the
charging case and gently pressed to avoid
the bad contact between the earbuds and the
charging pin in the charging case, which will
cause the charging failure.

2. turn on the Bluetooth of the mobile phone, find "W1"
and click to confirm. The mobile phone automatically
connects. After the success, the headset voice prompts
"connected". The connection is successful
3. Take the headset out of the charging compartment,
the two-stage headphones flash alternately in red /
green at the same time, the main headset
"flashes alternately in red / green" after 3-5s, and
the auxiliary headphone light goes out; after the
connection is successful, the two headphone lights
go out.

Operating instructions:

4. If you need to shut down in use, long press for 7S, voice
prompt "power off", restart and long press for 7S again,
voice prompt "power on", and the headset blinks and
the traffic light alternates again
5. If the headset crashes during use, press and hold for 10s
to restart the headset
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Tap Once

Play/Pause

Tap the right
touchpad twice

Volume down

Tap the left
touchpad twice

Volume up

Tap three times
Left touchpad

voice wake up

Tap three times
Right touchpad

End repeat

Long press
touchpad 3 sec

Turn Off

Touch button area
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